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1 - Cestus Immortal

Rain of Roses.

Bloodred petals
fall like rain
fragrant touches
ease my pain

Redness settles
'cross the land
all is covered
by crimson's hand

All is soothing
all is dark
hands entwined
we can embark

On our journey
through the sea
of bloodred petals
that fall on me

I can feel it
their touch on my skin
as my love grows
the rain fades thin.

Odyssey.

We are journeying far and wide
just for the love we feel inside
I can hold you fast and pray
that this is not our final day

Over hills and seas and plains
through the rivers swelled with rain
into darkness and its sad refrain
past the mountains high

I can feel your hand in mine
as our souls begin to entwine
we are running always nigh



to the sun-kissed dawn

Now our journey reaches an end
we walk home into the glen
holding hands and speaking softly
home at last to rest.

For Love of Life.

I see only you
and roses red
darkness soft
beside our bed

As we sleep
plunged into peace
and the night
is growing deep

I have only you
within my heart
the door within me begins to part
releasing all my love for you

The strands of darkness
fading few
as I stand strong
with love of you.

Onicron.

Clash of blade
and will of steel
my mind has hands
that turn a wheel

The grasp of hatred
roars and congeals
into vengeance bright
all is lost in light

And my mind
is not my own
others drive my husk of bone
as I wander here alone

All grows dim



and my mind fades
the grip behind my mind
falls gray

I feel the kiss
of death's release
sunlight fading
from my reach.

Follow me forever.

I can make you more
raise you high
bring you up
into my sky

Just take my hand
let go of your world
follow me
to what lies beyond

My love for you will never die
as I rise into the sky
with you at my side
I can feel hate's fading lie

And for now
let us simply be
no restraints in the sky
just you and me.

Arken's Wail.

I am crying tears of gray
as I die and fade away
this is the end of my day
do not weep
I welcome death

It has been too long
since I sang a song
since I flew free
I am not what I was meant to be

As I draw my last breath
think of me
and do not mourn my death



for I fall
by my own will
and all is made right
as I pass on.

Born for Hate.

I was made for hate
a shadow so great
to reap the souls
and open the gate

I cannot live
I cannot love
I do not know
what is above

My world is dark
my soul is sliced
all is rain
and fallen ice

My eyes are closed
my mouth sewn shut
feel my hate
as it wells up

I beg of you
to leave me be
lest you lose
the will to breathe.
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